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ASSEMBLYMEMBER WENDY CARRILLO SECURES ONE MILLION DOLLARS FROM THE 
CALFORNIA STATE BUDGET TOWARDS HOPE’S WORK TO ACHIEVE ECONOMIC AND 

POLITICAL PARITY FOR LATINAS 
The budget allocation will directly support Hispanas Organized for Political Equality’s (HOPE) 

leadership programs and research.   

LOS ANGELES, CA (December 17, 2021) — Through the California State Budget, Assemblymember 
Wendy Carrillo has secured one million dollars towards Hispanas Organized for Political Equality’s 
(HOPE) work to achieve economic and political parity for Latinas. For the first time since the creation of 
HOPE, the state of California is making a significant investment in the nonpartisan nonprofit founded 32 
years ago.  

This budget allocation will directly support HOPE’s leadership programs including the HOPE Leadership 
Institute, the HOPE College Leadership Program, and the HOPE Youth Leadership Program over the next 
two years, as well as the expansion of a report HOPE is creating in partnership with the USC Equity 
Research Institute on the important role that Latinas play in our state as economic drivers and civic 
leaders. 

“This monumental investment is a testament not only to the power of HOPE’s impact, but to the results 
we can see for our communities when Latinas are at the decision making table. We are grateful to 
Assemlymember Wendy Carrillo for her Leadership and commitment to community, and to the 
Assembly Budget staff that helped make this investment a reality,” said Helen Torres, Chief Executive 
Office of HOPE. 

At 20%, Latinas make up the largest share California’s population. They are a young and rapidly growing 
demographic, leading small business creation and enrolling in college at record-breaking rates. Still, 
Latinas face some of the most egregious inequities in our society, including the largest pay gap in the 
nation, disparities in educational and health outcomes, and vulnerability to economic downturns as 
exhibited in the 2008 recession and in the current fallout of the COVID-19 pandemic. 

“Our California State Budget is a reflection of our values and we are working diligently to prioritize 
equity at all levels. To truly build back boldly – we must invest in Latinas. Latinas are the majority 
population in California yet, lack economic and political parity. When you invest in Latinas, you invest in 
communities, families and the future of our state. I’m grateful to have the support of my colleagues and 
Speaker Anthony Rendon to ensure Latinas are seen, heard, supported and have a seat at the table 
where decisions are being made - especially in the budget process,” said Assemblymember Wendy 
Carrillo. 

Assemblymember Carrillo is an alumna of the HOPE Leadership Institute 2009 Cohort. 
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About Hispanas Organized for Political Equality (HOPE) - HOPE® is a nonprofit, nonpartisan 
organization that has empowered our communities through advocacy, Latina leadership training, and 
increasing knowledge on the contributions Latinas have made to advance the status of women for the 
past 30 years. To date, HOPE’s innovative programming has served 58,000 Latinas and touched the lives 
of several thousand more through our advocacy. For more information on HOPE, please visit Latinas.org 
or follow us on Facebook, Instagram and Twitter . 
 
 

https://www.latinas.org/
https://www.facebook.com/hopelatinas
https://www.instagram.com/hopelatinas/
https://twitter.com/HOPELatinas

